Favorite Alphabet Books
Rhymes, Songs, and Games

**Rhyme: A is for Alligator**
A is for Alligator; chomp, chomp, chomp!
B is for Bunny; hop, hop, hop!
C is for Circle; spin around and around!
D is for dizzy, let's all sit down!

*Can you make up more fun verses?*

(Source: King County Library System, kcls.org/content)

**BINGO Song and Game!**
There was a farmer, had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o,
B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O,
And Bingo was his name-o.

*Each time you sing the song, CLAP instead of singing a letter until you are only clapping.*

Second verse would be -
(CLAP) I-N-G-O, (CLAP) I-N-G-O, (CLAP), I-N-G-O,
And Bingo was his name-o.

Third verse would be -
(CLAP, CLAP) N-G-O, (CLAP, CLAP) N-G-O, (CLAP, CLAP) N-G-O,
And Bingo was his name-o.

*BINGO variations – You could sing any of these songs below and use magnetic letters to make some of these words while you sing.*

You can also write out the words on a paper and point to each letter as you sing.

"There is a fruit that starts with A and apple is it's name-o!
A-P-P-L-E, A-P-P-L-E, A-P-P-L-E, and Apple is it's name-o!"

"There is a treat I like to eat and pizza is it's name-o!

"I've got a great big shiny truck, I'm driving it today-o!
T-R-U-C-K, T-R-U-C-K, T-R-U-C-K, I'm driving it today-o!"

"What's that chugging down the track, I think it is a train!

"I have a friend who whirrs and beeps, and robot is their name-o!
R-O-B-O-T, R-O-B-O-T, R-O-B-O-T, and robot is their name-o!"

**Alphabet Scavenger Hunt**
Go on a scavenger hunt around your home to try and find something that begins with each letter of the Alphabet. You could do one letter each day!

Begin with any letter - it does not have to be A.
If you want to limit the search to one room in your house, you could do that too.
Everyone can share what they found.

Another game variation - how many things in your home/room can you find that start with C? Or K? Keep a tally or count and share.

**Alphabet Ball**

*What you need:*
Beach ball
Markers

Write letters all over the beach ball.
Play catch back and forth (or as a group).
When someone catches the ball, they have to say the letter their finger lands on.
For even more fun, give an example of something that starts with this letter.

https://bilingualkidspot.com/2019/07/03/alphabet-games-for-kids-english/
LETTER RAINDROPS
FILL IN THE MISSING BIG LETTERS

A B _ D E
_G _ _ J
K _ M N _
P Q R _ _
_V W Y Z
LETTER RAINDROPS
FILL IN THE MISSING SMALL LETTERS

a b d e
_ g _ _ j
k _ m n _
p q r _ _
_ v w _ _ z
Match the letters!

A a
B b
C c
D d
E e
F f
G g
THE ALPHABET

A B C D E

F G H I J K

L M N O P

Q R S T U

V W X Y Z
# Alphabet Roll and Trace

Roll a die. Find the number. Trace the next letter above it. Continue until all letters are traced.
ALPHABET ROLL AND TRACE

Roll a die. Find the number. Trace the next letter above it. Continue until all letters are traced.
Color all of the letter Aa’s below:
Discover the upper or lowercase letters in the picture and color the elements according to the instructions below.

Color by letter

Aa  Bb  Cc  Dd  Ee
Sound Detective: Letter C

Directions: Look for pictures that begin with the letter 'C' sound and color them in.
Color and write the letter that has the beginning sound of each word.
Color and write the letter that has the beginning sound of each word.
A is for Alligator

eyes

teeth